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TORINO
Le Corbusier described Turin as “the city with the most beautiful natural location in the world”:
the setting of the city is pleasant, with the Po River flowing through the city, the genteel hills
overlooking the city and scattered with pleasant villas and surrounded by the Italian Alps off in
the distance.
Turin gave the world Italy as we now know it: Piedmont, with its wily Torinese president, the
Count of Cavour, was the engine room of the Risorgimento (literally ‘the Resurgence’, referring
to Italian unification).
Turin also briefly served as Italy’s first capital and donated its monarchy – the venerable, possibly
past it, House of Savoy – to the newly unified Italian nation in 1861.
There’s a whiff of Paris in Turin’s elegant tree-lined boulevards and echoes of Vienna in its stately
art nouveau cafes, but make no mistake – this elegant, Alp-fringed city is utterly self-possessed.
The innovative Torinese gave the world its first saleable hard chocolate, perpetuated one of its
greatest mysteries (the Holy Shroud), popularised a best-selling car (the Fiat) and inspired the
black-and-white stripes of one of the planet’s most iconic football teams (Juventus).
Turin is a rare mix of baroque and industrial, being an important hub of technology and industry,
the FIAT automobile company is based here: The ‘T’ in the name stands for Torino. The 2006
Winter Olympics shook the city from a deep post-industrial malaise, and sparked an urban revival, with a cultural knock-on effect that has seen a contemporary art, architecture and design
scene blossom in the city and, according to the World Economic Forum, nowadays Turin is considered the most innovative city of Italy.
The city has also an important gastronomic culture and tradition: a perfect mix of French (the
border with France is just few steps away) and Italian cuisine and one of the best wine productions of Italy. The relevance of Turin in the Italian food culture is proven by the fact that Eataly
and Slow food were born here.
Turin as a European middle-size city that has proven able to develop and implement a postindustrial strategy in order to remain competitive on the international stage and share with the
whole community the benefits that come from that.

Innovation in Turin
Turin currently boasts one of the best local ecosystems for social innovation in Europe,
with a number of co-working spaces, technology labs, incubators and accelerators,
working together to generate creative communities able to address urban challenges
in a globalized world.
TSI – TORINO SOCIAL INNOVATION

MY GENERATION @ WORK

Cities are facing new societal challenges due to
economic, environmental and demographic changes. However, cities have an enormous potential
as innovation collectors because of the strong concentration of competences, high-educated people,
resources, networks. Therefore, cities need to develop new models for sustainable, intelligent and
inclusive growth.

My Generation @ Work is an European project
(URBACT program) that promotes the exchange of
experiences about the youth employment and the
development of entrepreneurial skills. It involves 12
cities all around Europe, that collaborate together
and with local support groups to realize a local action plan whose aim is the improvement of youth
employment.

Torino Social Innovation (TSI) is a public program,
a set of strategies and instruments to support new
young enterprises that are able to address social
needs in different fields (as education, employment,
mobility, health, inclusion), and to create a blended
value for the society, both social and economic. The
aim is sustaining young social entrepreneurs, their
creativity, their digital competences, their perception for social improvements.

Municipality of Turin joined the program since February 2013. International, bi-multilateral meetings
and national seminars have been organized in order
to promote the exchange of best practices and to
improve knowledge sharing new tools.

The main objectives of TSI are:
1) Fostering the culture and the awareness of social
innovation
2) Supporting the development of creative communities
3) Sustaining new forms of sharing economy
4) Simplifying the development of business projects
for an economy that is more dynamic, inclusive and
sustainable.
For more information: www.torinosocialinnovation.it
ICAPITAL 2016
Torino runner up – 2nd place – in the European Capital of Innovation Award 2016 for its open innovation models supporting social innovation start-ups
and creating new market opportunities for urban
innovations.
For more information: www.ec.europa.eu

For more information: www.urbact.eu
Torino Living Lab
The City is a real life laboratory and a test bed for
innovations and technologies that can promote an
integrated sustainable urban development. Each
year the City launches a specific challenge to be
addressed by the community of innovators and
technology providers, this year’s challenge focuses
on the digital transformation of public services.
For more information: www.torinolivinglab.it
CO-City
The collaborative management of urban commons
to counteract poverty and socio-spatial polarization. “Co-City is an extraordinary occasion to support
new forms of active participation of the citizens towards the regeneration of the City. I hope that new
enterprises will be created around this new model of
relation between public and private sector, generating
new employment opportunities and jobs in Turin” says
Mayor of Torino Chiara Appendino.

Open Incet

Open Innovation Center

Torino Social Innovation has adopted the model of “open
platform”, where public and private organizations act in partnership and jointly innovate. In this perspective, the Municipality of Turin has launched a public call with the aim of restructuring an old industrial building of 1400 square meters,
and realize a Center of Open Innovation. This building is part
of a wider area, named “Ex-Incet”, subjected to a process of
urban requalification.
Open Incet - opened on 15 October 2015 – is a key element
of the TSI platform, created with the purpose of increasing
the effectiveness and the resilience of the local innovation
ecosystem by complementing the existing innovation offer,
attracting investments and establishing connections with
other innovation local ecosystems at the transnational level.
Open Incet main mission is to accelerate the local innovation
ecosystem of the City of Turin by systematically applying an
open innovation approach. The Center works to connect local innovation ecosystems internationally in order to match
demand and supply of innovation in different sectors and
fields, from agrifood to digital manufacturing, from health to
Smart Cities. The Center focuses on idea generation, enterprise creation and growth, internationalization and networks
development. The range of activities includes service design,
learning journeys, living labs, bar camps, acceleration, scouting and matching. Open Incet is an example of public-private
partnership, involving the local public administration and ten
private organizations with complementary competences and
networks, both local and international.
Open Incet focuses on idea generation, enterprise creation
and growth, internationalization and networks development.
The range of activities includes service design, learning
journeys, living labs, bar camps, acceleration, scouting and
matching.
Open Incet is an example of public-private partnership, involving the local public administration and eight private organizations with complementary competences and networks,
both local and international

Torino Social Innovation
Ecosystem
This partnership involves the Municipality of Turin and other 40 organizations, with
the aim of creating an open ecosystem of actors and stimulating synergies among
them and is the added value of TSI. It works as an open platform, a multi-stakeholders
system, with different competences in research, entrepreneurship, policies for young
people. Public and private organizations join this open platform integrating their
services (for example spaces, advisory, finance, and so on) in favor of the development
of social innovations in our city.
First level partners: Contribute with managerial advisory in favor of social entrepreneurs that apply for the call
FaciliTo Giovani.
I3P Incubatore Politecnico di Torino

www.i3p.it

2i3t Incubatore Università di Torino

www.2i3t.it

MIP Provincia di Torino

Codex

www.provincia.torino.gov.it

www.codex.it/it

Second level partners: Provide complementary service. For example grants for the testing phase (Ufficio Pio),
grants for each job position created by social entrepreneurs that apply for FaciliTo Giovani (Fondazione Michelin Sviluppo), services of social housing at discounted fees (Sharing Torino).
Camera di commercio di Torino

Club degli Investitori

www.to.camcom.it

www.clubdeglinvestitori.it

Compagnia di San Paolo

www.compagniadisanpaolo.it

Confocooperative Torino

www.torino.confcooperative.it

CSP – Innovazione nelle ICT

www.csp.it
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Econocom

Environment Park

www.econocom.com/en

www.envipark.com

Euroventures

www.euroventures.it/content/it/Home

Fablab Torino

www.fablabtorino.org

Fondazione FITS! per l’Innovazione nel Terzo Settore

Fondazione Michelin Sviluppo

Fondazione Torino Wireless

Forma-re-te

ICN Italian Crowfunding Network

Istituto Superiore Mario Boella

Legacoop Piemonte

www.fondazionefits.com/en-us

www.michelin.it/il-gruppo/fondazione-michelin-sviluppo-home

www.torinowireless.it

www.forma-re-te.it

www.iitaliancrowdfunding.tumblr.com

www.ismb.it

www.legacoop-piemonte.coop

Nestor

www.nestor-srl.it/to

Officine Brand

www.officinebrand.it

Oltre Venture

www.oltreventure.com

Reseau Entreprendre Piemonte

Sharing Torino

S-NODI

www.reseau-entreprendre-piemonte.
org

www.sharing.to.it/site

www.s-nodi.it

SocialFare

www.socialfare.org/en

Sumisura

www.sumisuratorino.it/home.htm
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Talent Garden Torino

Telecom Italia

The Doers

Toolbox Coworking

TOP-IX

Ufficio Pio

YES4TO

Synesthesia

www.torino.talentgarden.org

www.telecomitalia.com/tit/it.html

wwwthedoers.co

www.toolboxoffice.it

www.top-ix.org/it/home

www.ufficiopio.it/

www.yes4to.it

www.synesthesia.it/en
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FaciliTo Giovani
FaciliTo Giovani is the service supplied by the Municipality of Turin to sustain entrepreneurial projects promoted targeted to solving the arising social needs. FaciliTo Giovani offers information, technical and financial
support for proponents of innovative ideas, that are able to create a blended value, both social and economic,
in different fields, as education, quality of life, mobility, social inclusion, health. Proponents could be young
aspiring entrepreneurs, spin-off or enterprises with no more than 4 years of life, formed especially by young
people and operating in Turin. Up to now (March 2017) FaciliTo has received 255 proposal, 68 ideas have
been tutored and 32 have been funded. More than 650.000 euros will be invested in supporting actions and
200.000 euros in professional advice.

Startup funded by FaciliTo Giovani
BARRIERA CORALLINA

3DOERS
3doers is a collective 3d printing service. This project
starts in Jan 2014 and aims to form a community of
printers that will print for other people. How does the
service work? A User can upload a 3d project, a printer
will select it, and after the payment he will print it and
send it to the user’s home. If the user is not sure of
his project can select the “review option” and a registered member will check and review the file. Anyone
can print for anyone else, it does not matter where you
live, the shipment cost is included in the process price.
www.3doers.it

Wellness center specialized in Halotherapy, with structural adjustments for the hospitality of physical and cognitive disabilities.
www.barrieracorallinatorino.com

BICI-t
BICI-t is a tourist pick-up service with assisted pedal
tricycles, with two passenger seats and one for the
driver. A new, comfortable, funny and with low environmental impact means of transport, which allows to
travel in a short time small and medium distances, while
maintaining contact with the environment.
www.bici-t.it

QUADRO
An app that turns the iPad into a remote for Mac and
PC using a key interface and customizable that simplifies the execution of each task.
www.quadro.me

aGRISU’
aGrisù wants to create a system for recording and
exchanging environmental data related to physiological
ones. People are the key element of the innovation process that is aimed at finding new knowledge in health
prevention and it wants to improve the welfare of the
society.
www.a-grisu.com

APVR
The APVR project (All-Purpose Virtual Reality) aims to
create an infrastructure for the development of Virtual
Reality applications. Among others, possible fields of
application include: Education, Professional Training,
Therapy, Entertainment.
www.tinybullstudios.com

BIOOPS
Innovative startup in cleantech sector, Bioops
works to reduce potable water consumption, to
limit emissions in the atmosphere, to reduce energy consumption and, in general, to reduce the
amount of waste.
www.bioops.it

Jojob Corporate Carpooling
Created to promote and encourage carpooling, Jojob.
it is the first solution of Corporate Carpooling able to
meet the needs of commuters as well as enable companies to measure their results both ecologically and
energy. Jojob.it is a highly innovative web portal that
abandons the previous standard of carpooling and provides employees with a quick and intuitive tool to respond positively to the demand for mobility.
www.jojob.it

Tech Demonstrators

TOP 20 Call for Solutions OIS
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CASA JASMINA

FOODETECTOR

Casa Jasmina is a two-year pilot project in the business
space of domestic electronic networking, or, “the Internet of Things in the Home.” Our goal is to integrate
traditional Italian skills in furniture and interior design
with emergent skills in Italian open-source electronics.
The project is a showplace inside the large industrial
building already shared by Toolbox Co-Working, Fablab
Torino and Officine Arduino.

Web platform to spread and strengthen the principle of
km0 and short chain of food products.

www.casajasmina.arduino.cc

CITYTELLER
Cityteller is a social platform to share and to geo-localize books settings. It’s a digital tool that permits to know
the world through the storytelling of great authors.
www.cityteller.it

ContrattiPubblici.org
ContrattiPubblici.org uses linked data technologies to
bring together in a single database information about
millions of public contracts. It provides information to
citizens and opportunities to identify new business for
companies, increasing transparency and competition
generated.

www.foodetector.com

FUNCTIONABLE
Functionable is a startup that aims to enter into the medical aids market with an innovative product: Tactee. It
is a device for individuals, with a flexor capacity of the
compromised hand due to various diseases. This will
help them to perform autonomously and independently
simple actions of everyday life.

GYMMYG
Gymmyg is a web portal to search for sports facilities
through numerous search parameters (areas, age, skills,
needs) with a special attention to facilities and activities for elderly, children and persons with disability.
www.gymmyg.it

HOMERS

A virtual meeting place where tourists and citizens, interested in protecting and respecting the environment,
can easily get in touch with each other and with accommodation for eco- conscious organizations and issues.

Homers is an innovative tool to find a new home where
supply meets demand.
We transform our cities’ empty properties by creatively
reusing them for co-housing.
Today’s evolving family set-ups mean that everyone has
different needs. We can help you find an eco-friendly
house that matches your requirements with the benefits of shared services open to the community.
We always ensure special care for families facing difficult times or with unique requirements.
Through our digital platform for online communities it
is easy to find people who share the same interests and
values to build a project together. The quality of life depends on the communities in which we live in. Homers
means better houses, better communities, better cities.

www.ecovivo.net

www.homers.co

www.contrattipubblici.org

CO-WOMEN
Co-women is a physical space that combines work, family needs and practical tasks in an innovative and collaborative perspective addressed to working women.

ECOVIVO

E-WAY

HUMAKE.IT

Hybrid Vehicle on three wheels which jointly uses muscle strength and an electric motor integrated in the
front wheel. Comfortable and functional, can be closed
and transported like a trolley, to be easily integrated
with the public transportation.

Humake.it is human centered designed, experimental,
collaborative and fun. It offers and delivers workshops
for recycling ordinary materials in a hands-on, collaborative learning mode, for schools and enterprises, with
the aid of tools and devices assembled together during
the workshops. These simple tools can be easily fabricated and they allow to transform and recycle plastic
and paper to produce objects and personal creations.
They do not require additional energy supply, because
fully man powered

www.ewayrevolution.com

FDM
A web platform to manage digital archives of families,
groups and individuals. With FDM you can digitize, store and protect safely documents, images and multimedia data. A “digital heritage” that can be bequeathed to
designated persons, to the community or be destroyed.

www.humake.it

www.familydm.it
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IMPACT HUB TORINO

MAIEUTICAL LABS

Impact Hub Torino is the local landmark of social innovators, united by the desire to have a positive impact on
the city they live in and the world.

Design and development of two interactive courses ,
one Italian and one of the Latin language, cross-platform,
but optimized for use on mobile devices. ALATIN ( for
Latin ) and ITACA ( for Italian) courses are designed not
only thinking about the technical characteristics of the
device but especially to new educational facilities to the
functional mode of use of the same device.

www.torino.impacthub.net

INCIBUS
Incibus is a digital platform linked to the restaurant sector that supplies specifications and techniques to restaurant owners and consumers regarding the allergens
contained in the foods/menus proposed. An innovative
service for people with coeliac disease and people with
food intolerances and allergies.
www.incibus.com

www.cloudschooling.it

MASSA CRITICA
Massa Critica want to help reflections, debates and actions around the issues of sustainability and social innovation. It want to be a promoter of good practices and
new social sharing concerns and desires regarding the
society and the whole environment in which we live.
www.massa-critica.it

INNERSEE
Innersee introduces into the market wellness innovative
products based on the use of multi-sensory stimulation
protocols, scientifically validated, designed to arouse positive mood states, and cognitive performance. To cope
with this objective, the team has developed a cutting
edge technology platform, versatile, non-invasive and
“human scale”. The first product on which it is implemented is a platform bed intended for the well-being.
www.innersee.it

JAI GURU DEVA
Jai Guru Deva is the first creative network distributed
online as a web portal that allows its users and members
to share all sorts and kinds of creative ideas. Through
the portal, users can collaborate to develop ideas, transform them into real digital and/or physical products
and sell them via the portal’s JGD Online Store. Each
and every Creative user’s earnings is equivalent to the
exact amount of contribution provided for the development of the idea.
www.jaigurudeva.it

LASTMINUTESOTTOCASA
LastMinuteSottoCasa offer a new live-marketing formula that allows shops with a surplus of food products
to instantly and easily inform people nearby. It’s a winwin-win idea to fight food waste. The retailer wins, the
client wins but most of all, the planet wins!
www.lastminutesottocasa.it

LAYLAKI
Creation and production of woman fashion collections
inspired by modest fashion, which in an innovative way
combining Italian design with the need of a fair and non
- flashy clothing , tied to prescriptions of particular religious or cultural sensitivity.

NABOOMBOO
Naboomboo is an innovative multimedia platform for
language exchange, it is a virtual place where you can
train and improve your foreign languages skills sharing
and discussing about your interests and favorite topics.
Naboomboo’s purpose is to help you with foreign languages, practicing and developing fluency having fun
and without spending money. Community members
have the opportunity to study new languages and to
teach their native one. Thanks to the technology adopted (HTML5), Naboomboo does not require any other
additional software; an internet browser and a web
connection are the only requirements to be immediately be on line.
www.naboomboo.com

OPOSSUM
Opossum is a bike accessory that supports the sustainable lifestyle of environmentally conscious parents. It
was invented and patented for rear-mounted bike seats
and children age 1 - 3 to protects them from cold and
rainy weather. Due to its smart design it can stay on
the bike and is always ready to use. “Never stop riding”:
cycling 365 days a year, not only in the sunshine!
www.opossum-bike.com

PALESTRE A CIELO APERTO
Palestre a Cielo Aperto promotes sports activities in
public parks of Turin. Trainers qualified propose sports
activities to groups or individuals, with the support of
an innovative and ecological means of transport fitted
with all the necessary equipment for sports activities
and also with a cart equipped for the sale of street
food.
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PONYZERO EMISSIONI

SVINANDO

PonyZero is responsible for completely ecofriendly
shipping. Deliveries are in fact carried out exclusively
through the use of bicycles and respecting the environment. Thanks to the waterproof equipment we provide a service under all-weather conditions. The bikecouriers are also the fastest in the city traffic and allow
the reduction of traditional couriers’ fixed costs turning
these factors into a more effective and cheaper service.

Svinando is the first online wine club in Italy to use a
flash sales model, offering its members the finest quality wines at promotional prices through special offers
limited in quantity and time. Svinando is currently available in Italy and Germany; soon elsewhere!

www.ponyzero.com

SHERLOCK
Sherlock is the invisible GPS anti-theft device for
bicycles.It is connected to a mobile app that tracks your
bike in real-time and enables you to precisely locate it
at any time. It is designed to be easily installed in the
handlebars of your bicycle resulting completely invisible
from the outside, so that it is hard for the thief to detect.
www.sherlock.bike

SHIBUSE
Shibuse is a web platform dedicated to sustainable eco
weddings. Shibuse want to contribute to the development of small company operating in the sector, promote environmentally friendly products and facilitate
the research of the products and services by the user.
www.shibuse.it

SINTOL
Sintol’s project aims to produce “second generation”
biofuels via thermochemical treatment of plastic waste.
Raw material will be sourced from recycling chain.
www.sintol.it

SOLIDO COLLETTIVO
Solido Collettivo wants to make accessible digital craft
creating a makerspace for comparing ideas, sharing experiences and realizing projects.
www.solidocollettivo.wixsite.com/makerstorino

SPORT GRAND TOUR
Sport Grand Tour is the first multisport portal addressed to children/kids (5-14 years) that wants to make
different sports in the city with one single registration
per year.
www.sportgrandtour.it

STAYDO
Staydo is web portal, a smart concierge for smart vacations. It suggests leisure activities and courses that you
can try at tourist facilities. It’s possible to choose the
course you like best searching by areas, date and event
type, than book it at the place where you’re staying.

www.svinando.com

Torino Camere 1854
Accommodation in the city center of Turin, specifically designed for persons visual disability equipped with
special devices designed for mobility and health both in
the common areas and in individual rooms.
www.torinocamere1854.com

TURN INTO CODERS
Accommodation in the city center of Turin, specifically designed for persons visual disability equipped with
special devices designed for mobility and health both in
the common areas and in individual rooms.

VESTO LIBERO
Vesto Libero produces clothes tailored specifically-designed for persons with disability or elderly. The innovation consists in the dressing through juxtaposition and
closing by zipper for a complete independence of the
subject movement.

YAMGU
YAMGU let you live the emotion of a place as a local.
YAMGU is a social traveling platform, multi-language
and multi-device.
Choose your destination, use the information, create
your own map and use it, online or offline. YAMGU
optimizes your itinerary according to distances, visit
lengths and weather.
See what’s hot on social networks. Contents are always
up to update. YAMGU sends you notification about
what is going on around you in real-time.
YAMGU creates the right engagement with local events.
The mobile app provides maps, sends suggestions on
where to eat or what to see there around, and promotes actions to live the city life. Users will discover a new
way to visit a place and live the travelling experience.
www.yamgu.com

W-LAB
An ecosystem of intelligent design objects and customizable behaviors, highly technology, able to communicate with each other and with the world. Made with
simple and eco-friendly materials, such as recycled
cardboard and paper, accessible to everyone.
www.w-lamp.com

www.staydo.it
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WEMATE

ZEROUNDICI

Wemate is a web platform for the matching of request
and offer of rooms/bed available for mid-length periods
(students, workers) also according to the interests of
the housemates (needs, habits)

Zeroundici is the only Italian company in the field of
electric bicycles to offer an electric bike with a weight
ranging from 9.5 to 13 kg, fully customizable and equipped with innovative anti-theft devices.
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OIS 2017
OIS 2017 explores the key enabling factors of cities’ capacity to innovate, prosper
and share the benefits of growth with all. OIS 2017 brings together leaders from governments, cities, corporates and civil society organisations to share successful practices, models and ideas, in the spirit of mutual learning and exchange.
www.openinnovationsummit.org

OIS 2017 is composed by:

International Call for Solutions
on Open Innovation for Smart
and Inclusive Cities
The Call is launched each year and
promoted through the EU Global Innovation Exchange portal
(eu.globalinnovationexchange.org).

The submission into the Call is
free of charge. The selected solutions win the possibility to showcase in the Open Incet Technology Demonstrator.

Technology Demonstrator

Open Innovation Summit

A 350 squared meters open space where technologies, both at
the prototype and commercialization stage, that can support
cities’ in the development of a
sustainable integrated local development, are shown.

The Summit is a three day event
gathering city and technology
leaders from all over the world.
The event offers a wealth of opportunities to learn about successful practices of city innovation and inclusive growth, and to
build long lasting relationships
with peers to start up future collaborations and initiatives.
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International Call for Solutions
on Open Innovation for Smart and Inclusive Cities

Fondazione Giacomo Brodolini (FGB), Open Incet and FabriQ launched the 2017 International Call for Solutions on Open Innovation for Smart and Inclusive Cities, targeted at innovators and entrepreneurs.
The objective of the Call was to support new technologies, products and platforms aimed at promoting economic, environmental and social sustainability in cities.
After evaluation by a Scientific Committee 20 proposals have been selected as the best products for a Smart
and Inclusive cites
Among them, the 10 top ranked submissions obtained the possibility to showcase and present their solutions
to investment, city, and industry prospectors during a pitching session within the Open Innovation Summit
on the 6th of April 2017. The winner of the Call will be awarded 5.000 € cash. Award ceremony will be held
after pitching session
Here below the best 20 application received (in alphabetical order):
Aware: Air Quality Monitoring
It is estimated that more than 5.5 million people
worldwide are dying prematurely every year as a result
of air pollution, especially in urban areas.
The aim of the project is to raise the level of awareness
by providing to citizens a low cost yet effective portable
tool for monitoring air quality levels both outdoor and
indoor.
Moreover, by means of a web platform and mobile app,
the sensors become part of a larger network for sharing
data and improving the overall monitoring system.
www.globalinnovationexchange.org/innovations/
aware-air-quality-monitoring

Colouree - enabling space as a service
For all decision makers, investors, tenants and citizens, Colouree is a datadriven urban analysis tool that makes
possible to change the market of built
spaces, shifting its centre of gravity
from the idea of ownership and assets
to Spaces as a Service
Colouree shows relationships between people, data
and spaces to find solutions closer to the customers’
needs, lifestyles and business models, revealing unseen
opportunities and creating better ideas without technical experts intermediaries
www.colouree.com

Tech Demonstrators

Energy Data Scientist®: Machine Learning
platform for energy related data
Energy Data Scientist® is a software,
training and service platform to analyze
energy related data. It supports industries and facility management companies to automate
and optimize the management, the usage and the maintenance of their assets or services. What are the advantages? You can reduce the costs and the complexity of
your processes; you can improve your energy efficiency
up to 25%; you can guarantee the optimal functioning
of your plant by detecting malfunctioning in advance.
www.the-energyaudit.com

Freeda
Freeda is the solution for women safe
urban mobility. A crowdsourcing app
allows women to find on the map safe
and beautiful route to travel free and
enjoy cities’ feminine events.
www.freeda.it

Jojob Corporate Carpooling
Created to promote and encourage
carpooling, Jojob.it is the first solution
of Corporate Carpooling able to meet
the needs of commuters as well as enable companies to measure their results
both ecologically and energy. Jojob.it is
a highly innovative web portal that abandons the previous standard of carpooling and provides employees
with a quick and intuitive tool to respond positively to
the demand for mobility.
www.jojob.it
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Kabadiwalla Connect
Kabadiwalla Connect is an award winning technology platform that addresses systemic issues in materials recovery in cities in India. Using ICT based offerings which
includes information dissemination, surveying, reporting and logistics management, the solution incorporates the informal sector and materials pre-processing via
a Materials Recovery Facility.
www.kabadiwallaconnect.in

Krap

WhereIsMyTransport- open platform for
integrated public transport data
WhereIsMyTransport builds solutions for transport in
emerging markets, where we see an information, not
infrastructural, challenge. Our Open, integrated transport data platform centralizes the movement network
and turns movement data into meaningful information.
Our platform integrates data on any mode, and supports communication, journey planning, and analytics
tools for passengers, cities, and transport providers. We
map informal transport and integrate it, keeping all the
data Open.
www.whereismytransport.com

Krap is a smart parking solution that drive people to the
best parking spot drastically reducing parking time and
traffic. We make people happier and city less polluted.
Krap is based on low cost parking sensor we designed,
providing real time spot updates to the Krap mobile app
www.globalinnovationexchange.org/innovations/krap

Mobilized Construction
Mobilized Construction is a technology
company that is disrupting the way dirt
roads are built, monitored, and maintained across Kenya, Africa, and eventually the developing world. By using our
software platform, governments can
use labor-based road construction in place of heavy
machinery. This not only creates hundreds of jobs in
local communities, but reduces the costs of road construction by 80 to 90%.
www.mobilizedconstruction.com/index.html

WeAct, action support system
With our technology public resources and facilities managers can
involve and engage citizens for the
joint solution of environmental and
social security problems.
Communities can monitor the safety and quality of their
territory.
Companies can activate Corporate Citizenship programs for local communities.
www.weact.today/#/index

Container Architecture
Cocoon Modules Private Company is a
company based in Athens, Greece , disrupting conventional construction by
up-cycling shipping containers and
transforming them into modular housing. Our vision is to give access to one of man’s basic
needs such as dwelling. Cocoon Modules’ construction
is based on economy of scales, elegant design and green architecture through smart technologies, whether
that is holiday homes, larger developments or emergency shelters.
www.cocoonmodules.com

DigitArch
DigitARCH is a database, accessible through a web page, which
contains the 3D digitalization of
the Heritage Buildings.
The main purpose of this system is to simplify the way
for managing, studying and protecting these architectures.
Using a Laser Scanner it is possible to acquire the data
to construct the digital copy of these buildings.
www.rdots.it/digitarch/demo.html

DIVHI
DIVHI aims at including people with
mental disabilities in the workplace.
The DIVHI platform can combine the
interest of companies for CSR projects
and people with mental disabilities who
are looking for a job.
DIVHI believes in the promotion of individual skills that
will be proposed to companies in order to find suitable
jobs.
The platform will also include organizations that offer
trainings for the mentally disabled in order to give a
360° degree service to individuals and families.
www.globalinnovationexchange.org/innovations/divhi
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Ecovivo

Innovation Design Lab

ECOVIVO is a virtual meeting place for
travelers and eco-friendly accommodation facilities. A place where they can
discuss, share and enrich their knowledge about the environment, but also discover Piedmont and its land, culture
and traditions. An independent system to foster interaction and the co-creation of value among users so as
to stimulate an environmentally sustainable tourism
and enhance all the resources Piedmont has to offer.

Innovation Design Lab is a hub of study
and research on design-driven innovation approach with a particular attention to the context and sustainability.
The team consists of professors, researchers and students specialized in different areas of design. The lab
helps the innovative actors to develop innovative initiatives through our specific methodology. The lab activity
is to create manage and develop products, services, and
expertise for innovative enterprise and startups in various areas.

www.ecovivo.net

Food Finder
FOOD FINDER is a new mode of circular economy based on market place
platform (WEB / mobile), which aim is
to connect food industry and supermarkets with restaurants to sell foods
close to expiration of validity. Additionally, FOOD FINDER promotes donations to registered entities.
We strongly believe that with innovation in social business it is possible
to mitigate food waste and hunger, besides heating up
the economy.
www.foodfinder.eco.br/intro

areeweb.polito.it/innovationdesignlab/

Turn Into Coders
Turn into coders is a training program that offers intensive and quick courses to become a web developer.
What is usually called a “coding bootcamp”.
Youth unemployment is one of the biggest problems
currently facing Europe. On the other hand, there’s a
chronic lack of professional people trained in ICT.
From this observation comes the idea to create a programming course for young people, that is able to create positive links with tech companies to help accessing
a job in programming.
www.globalinnovationexchange.org/innovations/turn-coders

GREB

What Appenz

In Italy, of the about 40 million tonnes of C&D waste
only 10% are recycled (Uepgi data), compared with
the 70% goal set by EU Directive 2008/98/CE. All
the municipalities all over Europe need to comply with
this target. The GREB platform facilitate the activation
of selective demolition approach and allows demand
and offer of new recycled materials to match at local
scale. The platform refers to CEN regulation, which is
common to many European countries, and has a high
factor of replication as it bases to standard IT platform
technology.

What Appenz is a social/technology
convergence mobile application concept with a people-first agenda that allows it’s users to customize their Internet usage through real-time automation
while generating the collaborative funding needed to
realize an open and inclusive Internet experience. We
will also strive to protect the digital privacy and integrity of all users.
www.globalinnovationexchange.org/innovations/what-appenz

www.globalinnovationexchange.org/innovations/greb

Helperbit
Helperbit uses the Blockchain technology to allow people to donate digital
and local currencies to charities and to
people in need all over the world, trace
their donation and how it is used, offering full transparency of economic flows.
It even reverses the traditional home insurance model
for natural disasters, thanks to a service powered by
blockchain that empowers users to customize their premium, allowing also microinsurance, and offers a fast,
fair and transparent refund.
www.helperbit.com
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Tech Demonstrator
aGrisù

Colouree - find your space in the cities of data
aGrisù wants to create a system for recording and exchanging environmental data
related to physiological ones. People are
the key element of the innovation process
that is aimed at finding new knowledge in
health prevention and it wants to improve
the welfare of the society.
www.a-grisu.com

Aizoon
aizoOn is a global technology consulting company focused on innovation.
The digital economy requires new visions, technologies and organizational
models. We have taken the eco-system
approach: innovation happens through
a co-creation process involving government agencies,
individuals, public and private entities
www.aizoongroup.com/home.aspx

Archivio Ricordi
Ricordi is synonymous with great music: the artists that the publisher Ricordi
has promoted over more than two centuries of activity left a profound mark
on the world of opera, classical instrumental and pop.
The Archive, housed within the Palazzo di Brera in Milan, collects manuscript scores, letters by composers, librettists and singers, costume and set designs, librettos,
historical photographs and Art Nouveau posters.
www.ricordicompany.it

Aware-Join the clean air network
“The aim of the project is to raise the level of awareness
by providing to citizens a low cost yet effective portable
tool for monitoring air quality levels both outdoor and
indoor.
Moreover, by means of a web platform and mobile app,
the sensors become part of a larger network for sharing
data and improving the overall monitoring system.”

“For all decision makers, investors, tenants and citizens, Colouree is a datadriven urban analysis tool that makes
possible to change the market of built
spaces, shifting its center of gravity
from the idea of ownership and assets
to Spaces as a Service.
Colouree shows relationships between people, data
and spaces to find solutions closer to the customers’
needs, lifestyles and business models, revealing unseen
opportunities and creating better ideas without technical experts intermediaries.”
www.colouree.com

Connect-Robotics-Watify
Connect Robotics automates Drones
for transportation, with robust, safe
and reliable software for autonomous
flight. It is already operating in Portugal,
is actively working to make drones integration in the airspace safe as a founder member of the
Global UTM Association, and is supported by ESA BIC
Portugal, FIWARE and MIT-Portugal BGI.
www.connect-robotics.com

Energy Data Scientist®: Machine Learning
platform for energy related data
Energy Data Scientist® is a software,
training and service platform to analyze
energy related data. It supports industries and facility management companies to automate and optimize the management, the usage and the
maintenance of their assets or services. What are the
advantages? You can reduce the costs and the complexity of your processes; you can improve your energy
efficiency up to 25%; you can guarantee the optimal
functioning of your plant by detecting malfunctioning in
advance.
www.the-energyaudit.com

TOP 20 Call for Solutions OIS
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CULTURE 4.0: innovative technologies
transforming visitor’s experience
“ETT-SOlutions create transformational,
immersive experiences for Museums,
combining innovative design and
storytelling with state of the art technology . Their skillset extends to solutions
for corporate, retail, and public spaces,
wherever brands or organizations need to engage with
their audiences in an individual and impacting manner.
The technologies that they use span Mixed Reality (AR
VR), Digital Signage, Mobile Apps, Gamifications, Wearables, IoT Broadcasting .
www.ettsolutions.com

Hypios - Watify
Hypios CI (Crowd Innovation) is a
French company that help corporations
meet specific R&D needs and thrive
from the speed, cost-efficiency, and
novelty of its unique approach to
Open-problem solving. Its key product,
hy.OpenInnovation, is an online platform on which
“Seekers” post R&D problems in a “Push” mode and select a deadline and a price for the successful “Solver.”
www.hypios-ci.com

Jojob il Carpooling Aziendale Leader in Italia:
da qui ti portiamo al lavoro!
Created to promote and encourage
carpooling, Jojob.it is the first solution
of Corporate Carpooling able to meet
the needs of commuters as well as enable companies to measure their results
both ecologically and energy. Jojob.it is
a highly innovative web portal that abandons the previous standard of carpooling and provides employees
with a quick and intuitive tool to respond positively to
the demand for mobility.

Officine Innesto
Officine Arduino is born out of the experience of creating the first FabLab in
Italy during an exhibition that lasted
throughout 2011. We experienced the
positive energy that came out of the
encounter between the local community of makers, students, designers and our team based in
Torino.
www.local.arduino.cc/torino

Planet Idea Smart Engineering
PLANET is a project which has been
designed by professionals, experts in
urban planning and smart utilities, and
a project characterized by developments in the Smart City concept.
The smart city is now becoming more
inclusive, opening up to a new target: low-medium income brackets.
www.planetsmartcity.com

Progetto Agorà
The goal of the Open Agorà project is
to develop and test solutions for helping people to improve their sustainable mobility behavior. This will be
achieved through the creation of a citizen community contributing to a Living
Lab and by leveraging artificial intelligence systems and
Internet of Things (IoT) technologies.
www.openagora.it

Scyfer
Scyfer is a spin-off of the University of
Amsterdam specialized in machine learning. As an artificial intelligence company they are partners in making intelligent software work for company.

www.jojob.it

www.scyfer.nl

KRAP smart parking 4 for smart cities
Krap is a smart parking solution that drive people to the
best parking spot drastically reducing parking time and
traffic. We make people happier and city less polluted.
Krap is based on low cost parking sensor we designed,
providing real time spot updates to the Krap mobile app.
www.globalinnovationexchange.org/innovations/krap

Sigfox-Watify
Sigfox is a French company founded in
2009 that builds wireless networks to
connect low-energy objects such as
electricity meters, smartwatches, and
washing machines, which need to be
continuously on and emitting small
amounts of data.
www.sigfox.com/en
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WeAct: action support system

WiseTown

•
•
•
•
•

TeamDev s.r.l. is a software house based
in Perugia performing at both national
and international level providing:
Developing Geographic Information Systems;
Multi-device application procedures;
Specialized Consulting services;
Technology and innovation consulting;
Training courses for companies and developers.
www.wisetown.eu

U-Earth - Pure Air Zone
U-earth is the first biotech company in
the world to deal with air purification in
a professional environment, market leader in biological air purification through
patents and exclusive proprietary
technologies, derived from 30 years of
scientific research in the USA and in Europe.

With WeAct technology public resources and facilities managers can involve and engage citizens for the joint
solution of environmental and social
security problems. Communities can monitor the safety
and quality of their territory. Companies can activate
Corporate Citizenship programs for local communities.
www.weact.today/#/index

Zerynth
Zerynth is the middleware for smart
devices, IoT and Industry 4.0 applications. With Zerynth you can design embedded applications and IoT connected
devices using any 32 bit microcontrollers and connecting to any cloud infrastructure. All in Python & hybrid C/Python language.
www.zerynth.com

www.u-earth.eu | www.pure-air-zone.com
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